Quincy Edition

Wireless over-ear headphones with Quincy’s signature sound

Hear with your heart.

Features

Endorsed and fine-tuned by legendary music producer Quincy Jones who added his personal

Quincy Signature Sound

touch to the world-renowned JBL sound, the JBL E55BT Quincy Edition headphones

Quincy Voice Prompts

combine eye-catching design and premium, carefully selected materials with wireless

20-hour battery life

convenience. With a soft leather headband and form fitting ear cushions for comfortable

Seamlessly switch between devices

and enjoyable listening sessions, the JBL E55BT Quincy Edition headphones feature

Detachable cable with one-button
universal remote and microphone

20 hours of battery life and can be completely recharged in two hours. Multi-tasking is
made easy, as the headphones will seamlessly switch between two devices ensuring that
you never miss a call while enjoying your favorite playlist or watching a movie. In addition
to offering Quincy’s sound signature and his own voice to guide the listener through various
headphone functions, these headphones also come with a detachable, tangle free fabric
cord and a durable, soft carrying pouch. JBL E55BT Quincy Edition is available in two
colors: space gray and dusty rose.

Supreme comfort and wearability

Quincy Edition

Wireless over-ear headphones with Quincy’s signature sound

Features and Benefits

What’s in the box:

Quincy Signature Sound
The legendary producer Quincy Jones has fully endorsed and added his personal touch to the
renowned JBL sound as found in theaters, arenas and studios around.

1 pair of E55BT Quincy Edition headphones

Quincy Voice Prompts
As an additional endorsement, one of the most revered names in sound has lent his voice to guide
the listener through various headphone functions.

1 Carrying pouch

20-hour battery life
Enjoy an entire day of playlists and movies and quickly recharge the headphone in 2 hours.

Safety Sheet

Seamlessly switch between devices
Effortlessly switch from music on your portable device to a call from your phone, so that you never
miss a call.

Technical specifications:

Detachable cable with one-button universal remote and microphone
When in wired mode, the tangle-free cable with universal remote allows for easy music control and
hands-free calls.

1 Detachable Cable
1 Charging Cable
Warning Card
Warranty Card
QSG

Plug: 3.5mm (1/8") stereo mini-jack
Dynamic driver: 50mm
Frequency response: 20–20kHz

Supreme comfort and wearability
Made with carefully selected soft leather and equipped with form-fitting ear cushions, the JBL E55BT
Quincy Edition feature a comfort-fit, lightweight design, so you can enjoy your music to the fullest.
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